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HUNGER MOTIVATION IN GOLDTHIOGLUCOSE-TREATED
AND GENETICALLY OBESE FEMALE MICE1
DEVENDRA SINGH,2 JOHN R. LAKEY, AND MELANIE K. SANDERS
University of Texas at Austin
Genetically obese, goldthioglucose-injected, and control mice were compared
for strength of hunger motivation as assessed by their performance on the
following tasks: taste reactivity, readiness to eat, food-directed activity,
and passive avoidance. On the basis of these tests, it appears that genetically
obese mice have greater strength of hunger motivation than either goldthioglucose-injected or control mice, while goldthioglucose-injected and control
mice exhibit similar strength of hunger motivation.

alike. These authors further report that
when quinine-mixed food pellets were provided, all monkeys with VMH lesions ate as
much as normal monkeys. These findings
suggest that the deficit in hunger motivation
observed in rats with VMH lesions may be a
species-specific phenomenon.
To further explore this possibility, hunger
motivation in mice with hypothalamic damage was investigated. It has been repeatedly
shown that one intraperitoneal injection of
goldthioglucose (GTG) causes extensive
damage to the VMH area and produces
hyperphagia and subsequent obesity in mice.
Although GTG injections do produce damage to the kidney and the liver, changes in
feeding behavior appear to result directly
from the lesions in the brain (Leibelt &
Perry, 1967). The regulation of feeding behavior of GTG-treated mice is quite similar
to that of rats with VMH damage (for review see Liebelt and Perry, 1967; Ruiter,
Wiepkema, & Reddingius, 1969; Wiepkema,
1968), although no information is available
in regard to their strength of hunger motivation. The present experiments were conducted to investigate the strength of hunger
motivation in mice made obese by GTG injection in a variety of situations, viz., taste
responsivity, readiness to eat in a novel environment, effect of a work requirement to
obtain food, and passive avoidance. All
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Quite a few studies have shown that rats
with electrolytic lesions in the ventromedial
hypothalamic (VMH) area become hyperphagic, exhibit finickiness (i.e., overreaction
to taste and food adulteration), and perform
more poorly than normal rats on hunger
motivation tests. Furthermore, the degree of
finickiness and magnitude of performance
deficit on hunger and motivation tests are
greater in such animals when they are in the
static as compared with dynamic stage of
the lesion effect (for review see Teitelbaum,
1961). On the basis of such findings it is
commonly suggested that animals with
VMH damage overeat but are less hungry
than normal animals.
Hypothalamic hyperphagia similar to
that of rats has been reported in other
species such as mice, rabbits, cats, and
monkeys; however, that hyperphagia is apparently not accompanied by any deficit in
hunger motivation. For example, Balinska
(1963) reported that dynamic hyperphagic
rabbits pull a ring to obtain food significantly more often and much faster than
normal rabbits. Likewise, Hamilton and
Brobeck (1964) reported that dynamic
hyperphagic monkeys obtain more pellets
than normal monkeys on lower fixed-ratio
schedules; when higher ratios are used, both
hyperphagic and normal monkeys perform
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(Fuller & Jacoby, 1955), have shown that Method
genetically obese mice regulate their food inSubjects. Subjects were 20 genetically obese, 15
take in a fashion quite similar to GTG- GTG-treated,
and 10 control mice.
treated mice, a group of genetically obese
Procedure. Taste reactivity was investigated by
mice were also tested. The comparison be- mixing either 25% saccharin sodium, 3% dextrose,
tween genetically obese mice and those made or .12% quinine sulfate in regular tap water. Soluobese by GTG injection should enable one to tions were prepared fresh daily. The order of
of the different solutions was random,
ascertain whether the pronounced perform- presentation
and each solution was presented for 4 consecutive
ance deficits observed during the static days. In order to eliminate prior taste effects, all
phase might be due to excessive body-fat subjects were given plain tap water for 4 successive
deposits alone. Additionally, some recent days between solutions. During this testing, all
were provided with ad-lib food, and the
studies (e.g., Nisbett, 1972; Schachter, 1971) subjects
only liquid available was the test solution. Individhave suggested that obesity per se, in other- ual food and fluid consumption were recorded
wise normal animals, can produce many daily. Body weight was recorded every other day.
disorders similar to those found in VMH-lesioned rats. The comparison between ge- Results and Discussion
netically obese mice and those made obese
The main findings are depicted in Figby GTG injection should shed light on this
ure 1.
issue.
First, it should be noted that the GTG
GENERAL METHOD
group drank the least amount of the plain
tap water, while the GOB group drank the
Subjects
most. The food/water ratio under the tap
Female genetically obese mice (C57/BL/6J-Ob) water condition for the GTG group was 1.04
and female (C57/BL6J) mice were used in all ex- while for the GOB group the ratio was .63
periments. Subjects were individually housed and
maintained on a 12-hr, light/dark cycle throughout and for the control group .66 (see Table 1).
the experimental condition. Food (Purina Rat Thus, unlike GOB and control mice, GTG
Chow) was presented in a l-in.-diam. cup, and mice consumed less water and appeared to
water was presented in 100-ml. graduated bottles. be hypodipsic. A similar hypodipsia has
Daily food and water intake was recorded for subjects throughout the experimental conditions. been reported in hypothalamic hyperphagic
Spilled food was caught on a pan under the cage rats (Stevenson, 1969).
for later weighing. A bottle was hung on an empty
When 3% dextrose was presented, the
cage to provide an estimate of spillage due to GTG group drank significantly more of this
handling and evaporation.
solution compared to their intake of plain
Hypothalamic damage was produced in half of
the normal subjects by one intraperitoneal in- tap water (100% increase). The control
jection of GTG. The dosage was .05 mg/gm body group also drank slightly more of the dexweight. The control subjects were given peanut oil trose solution. However, the intake of the
injections as a placebo control. All subjects were GOB group was unaffected by mixing dexmaintained on ad-lib food and water for 3 mo.
During this period, daily food and water intake trose in their water, and they drank as much
and body weight were recorded on every tenth day. of this solution as of tap water. When .25%
Table 1 shows mean body weight and daily food saccharin was presented, both GTG and
and water intake of goldthioglucose-treated control groups drank more than they had of
(GTG), genetically obese (GOB), and control the dextrose solution or plain tap water. Algroups before the start of reported experiments.
though the GTG group drank the most sacEXPERIMENT 1: TASTE REACTIVITY
charin solution, group differences were not
The purpose of this experiment was to in- significant. Thus, it appears that GTG mice
vestigate the reaction of GTG-treated mice consume more sweet solution whether of
to sugar, saccharin, and quinine solutions. dextrose or saccharin, while the intake of
On the basis of hyperphagic rats' data, it GOB mice is unaffected by this manipulawas expected that GTG-treated mice would tion.
When the .12% quinine solution was preexhibit "finickiness" and consume more of
sweet solutions and less of quinine solutions. sented, significant group differences in con-
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FIGURE 1. Mean daily liquid and food intake under different types of solution for genetically obese
(GOB), goldthioglucose-injected (GTG), and control (CON) groups. (The vertical line in each bar
diagram represents the standard error of the mean.)

sumption were evident (F = 8.06, df =
2/35, p < .001). The GOB group drank significantly more than either the GTG or control groups. The GTG group drank the least
amount of water under this condition, although their intake was not significantly
different from the control group. The reactivity of the GTG group to quinine is also
evident in their food intake: Only with quinine solution did the GTG group consume
less food than the control group. Finally, it
should be pointed out that food/water ratios
under different solutions were approximately
identical for all three groups (see Figure 1).
Thus, hypodipsia in GTG mice becomes evi-

dent only when they are maintained on
plain tap water.
In summary, these data show a few similarities and differences between GTG mice
and hypothalamic hyperphagic rats. Within
the restraint of the present experimental design, GTG mice show reactivity to sweet solutions similar to that reported for hyperphagic rats. The reaction of GTG mice to
quinine is similar but not as pronounced as
that reported for hyperphagic rats. The intake of GOB mice is little affected by these
adulterations, and surprisingly they do not
react to quinine solution even to that degree
shown by control mice. If tolerance to qui-
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nine adulteration is taken as a measure of
hunger motivation, then it appears that
GOB mice were hungrier than the other two
groups.
EXPEBIMENT 2: READINESS TO EAT
One of the simplest methods to infer the
strength of hunger is readiness of an animal
to eat in a novel situation (Bolles, 1962).
Utilizing this test, Sclafani, Belluzzi and
Grossman (1970) have shown that hyperphagic rats initiate eating significantly
faster than normal rats. The present experiment attempted to investigate whether
GTG-treated mice would react similarly.
Method
Subjects. Twenty genetically obese, 15 GTGtreated, and 10 control mice were tested. All these
subjects were used in the first experiment and
were maintained on ad-lib food and water for approximately 10 days before the start of the present
experiment.
Apparatus. Four identical operant-conditioning
boxes (12 X 12 X 12 in.) with a !4-in. wire mesh
floor and a hinged top were used. A metal feeder
(1-in. diam.) was mounted on one side approximately '/2-in. from the floor. A 15-w. white light
bulb, mounted on the top, was the only source of
illumination in the box. Three sides and the top of
the box were opaque, while the front wall was
transparent to allow a clear view of the subject.
Procedure. For testing, all subjects were deprived of food for 23 hr. Each subject was placed
in the box for 10 min. with the feeder cup containing 10 food pellets (20 mg. Noyes). The time
taken by each subject to start eating after being
placed in the box (latency) was recorded. Each
subject was removed from the box when it had
consumed all the pellets; otherwise, the subject
was removed at the end of the 10-min. period,
and the total number of pellets consumed were
recorded.

Results and Discussion
Due to large within-group variability,
median latency scores were computed for
each group. Analysis of the data (based on
a median test) showed that the GOB group
took significantly less time (78 sec.) than
either the GTG or the control group (p <
.036 for both comparisons). The latency
scores for GTG group (170 sec.) and control group (235 sec.) were also significantly
different (p < .031). All subjects ate within
10 min. and consumed all the pellets.
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TABLE 1
MEAN BODY WEIGHT AND DAILY FOOD AND WATER
INTAKE OF GENETICALLY OBESE, GTG-TREATED,
AND CONTROL GROUPS PRIOR TO START OP
EXPERIMENTS
Group

Food
intake

Water
intake
(in ml.)

Food/
water
ratio

Body
weight
(in gm.)

.44

13.07
.57

.63
.04

60.30
1.07

C.33
.64

6.11
.72

1.04
.41

47.00
2.10

5.34
.27

8.20
.48

.66
.07

24.10
.69

firt
(in

gm.)

Genetically obese
(n = 20)
M
SEM
GTG treated (n =
15)
M

&EM

Control (n = 10)
M
SEM

7.40

Note. All subjects were 160-180 days old at the
start of the experiments. Abbreviation: GTG =
goldthioglucose

Exploratory behavior of the different
groups was quite in keeping with the respective latencies to feed. The GOB group explored the least and started eating soon after
being placed in the box. The GTG group
explored slightly more than the GOB group.
The control groups explored the most. No
instances of freezing were observed in either
the GTG or GOB groups, while a few control mice did exhibit freezing. Inferring the
strength of hunger motivation from these
data, it appears that both GOB and GTG
mice were hungrier than control mice.
On the basis of their shorter latencies and
their reaction to quinine solution (Experiment 1), it would appear that GOB mice
have greater hunger motivation than either
GTG or control mice. The behavior of GTG
mice was quite similar to that reported for
hyperphagic rats (Sclafani et al, 1970); like
hyperphagic rats, GTG mice took less time
than control mice in initiating eating, suggesting that GTG mice have greater hunger
motivation.
EXPERIMENT 3: FOOD-DIRECTED ACTIVITY
Hyperphagic rats have been shown to reduce their food intake drastically when required to work for their food. For example,
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Teitelbaum (1957) has shown that on successively increasing fixed-ratio (FR) schedules, hyperphagic rats eat significantly less
than control rats. The present experiment
employed successively increasing FR schedules identical to those reported by Teitelbaum (1957) to investigate whether GTGtreated mice would show an effect similar to
that of hyperphagic rats in this situation.
Method
Subjects and apparatus. A total of 9 genetically
obese, 9 GTG obese, and 7 control mice were used.
All animals were previously employed in the first
2 experiments. The apparatus was the same as used
for experiment 2 with the addition of a lever to
activate the food-delivery mechanism. All FR
schedules were programmed with digital electronic
apparatus. The number of reinforcements (20-mg.
Noyes pellets) and the number of responses for
each subject were recorded on electromechanical
counters.
Procedure. After initial bar-pressing training, all
subjects were tested for 4 hr. on each of 20 successive days. All subjects were trained to an FR256
schedule by spending 4 days on each of the following FR schedules: 1, 4, 16, 64, and 256. All subjects
were maintained at 80% of their ad-lib body
weight. Water was freely available in the home
cage.

FR256. The GTG and control groups gave
less responses on FR256 compared to the
number of responses given on FR64. The
GOB group, however, gave more responses
on FR256 than FR64 thus maintaining a
monotonic function throughout all employed schedules. The performance difference between GOB and control groups on
FR256 was statistically significant (median
test, p < .031). Thus, these data suggest
that GOB mice have greater motivational
strength than both GTG and control mice,
while GTG and control mice exhibit a similar degree of hunger motivation. As pointed
out in the introduction, hyperphagic monkeys (Hamilton & Brobeck, 1964) and rabbits (Balinska, 1963) also do not exhibit
any motivational deficit in food-directed activity on tests similar to the one employed
in the present study. However, it should be
pointed out that the lack of motivational
deficit observed in hyperphagic animals in
the present study could be due to the fact
that all animals were tested under reduced
body weight. It has been previously demonstrated that under certain training and testing conditions hyperphagic rats can be made
to work as hard as normal rats to obtain
food (Singh, 1973b).

Results and Discussion
The median number of responses (averaged over 4 days) made by each group unEXPERIMENT 4: PASSIVE AVOIDANCE
der the different ratio schedules is shown in
This experiment was conducted to ascerFigure 2. The number of responses made by
the GTG group was higher than that for tain whether GTG-treated mice would exeither the GOB or control group under FR1 hibit a performance deficit similar to that
and FR4, although performance differences reported for hyperphagic rats (e.g., Maramong groups were not statistically signifi- gules & Stein, 1969; Singh, 1973a) on a
cant. It should be pointed out that hyper- passive-avoidance test.
phagic rats also perform slightly better than Method
control rats on lower ratio schedules (TeitelSubjects and apparatus. Subjects were 8 GTGbaum, 1957). The number of responses given
injected, 7 genetically obese, and 8 control mice.
by each group monotonically increases with All subjects were used in the previous 3 experihigher ratios up to FR64; however, the ments. The apparatus used was a modified operantgroups performances become strikingly dif- conditioning chamber (12 X 12 X 12 in.) with a
ferent and were quite unexpected under the brass rod grid floor which could be electrified. The
was retracted, and a 100-ml. graduate water
FR256 schedule. On the basis of the re- lever
bottle was attached. The apparatus was so proported performance of hyperphagic rats, it grammed that, during testing, whenever the subwas anticipated that the GTG group would ject touched the metal nipple of the water bottle, a
perform significantly more poorly than the shock (.5 sec., .3 ma., 480 v.) was delivered to the
grid.
control group on FR256. However, as is evi- floor
Procedure. Initially, each subject was left in the
dent from Figure 2, both GTG and control apparatus for 30 min., and the water consumed durgroups performed approximately alike on ing this period was recorded. The total daily water
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FIGURE 2. Median number of responses made by genetically obese (GOB), goldthioglucose-injected
(GTG), and control (CON) groups at different ratio schedules.
intake of each subject was restricted to the amount
consumed in the apparatus. After 4 consecutive
days of this training, testing was started. The subject was permitted to drink water for 10 sec.;
thereafter each contact with the nipple of the water
bottle resulted in shock. After 15 min. in the apparatus, the subject was removed and provided
with water for 30 min. in the home cage. The second day of testing was identical to the first day of
testing except latencies (time interval between the
placement in the apparatus and initiation of drinking) were recorded for all subjects. If a subject
did not start drinking within 10 min. after being
placed in the apparatus, the subject was not tested
further. The number of shocks obtained during
both days of testing was recorded for each subject.

Results and Discussion
The mean numbers of shocks obtained by
the different groups were approximately
identical on the first day of testing. On the
average, GTG mice took 6 shocks, the GOB
5 shocks, and the controls 4 shocks; the differences were not statistically significant. In
light of the fact that GTG mice were hypodipsic, it was quite surprising that they took
almost as many shocks to obtain water as
the GOB and control animals. The possibility that the performance of any group was
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due to impaired learning ability can be obtained only by pressing a bar, hyperruled out on the basis of second day per- phagic rats prefer—like normal rats—to obformance. All groups have approximately tain most of their food by bar pressing
identical long latencies and took only about (Singh, 1972). On the basis of these findings
1 shock during the testing session. Thus, un- it appears that the notion that VMH damlike hyperphagic rats, GTG mice do not per- age produces a deficit in hunger motivation
form poorly on the passive-avoidance test. may be true only for rats in some highly
specific situations.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This investigation is also addressed to the
The main purpose of these experiments issue of whether some of the reported behavwas to investigate whether GTG-treated and ioral deficits in obese hyperphagic animals
genetically obese mice exhibit finickiness could be due to body fat deposit alone. This
and deficits in hunger motivation similar to speculation would have been supported if
those reported for hypothalamic hyper- genetically obese mice had behaved in a
phagic rats. Reliable differences between manner similar to that of mice made obese
control and experimental mice were evident by goldthioglucose injection. However, gein taste responsiveness, readiness to eat, and netically obese mice and goldthioglucosefood-directed activity. The goldthioglucose- injected mice differ from each other in sevtreated mice drank slightly more of dextrose eral important ways. First, it seems that
and saccharin solution and significantly less genetically obese mice were more hungry
of quinine solution than control mice. The than goldthioglucose-injected mice. This is
genetically obese mice did not exhibit inferred from readiness to eat data and the
marked reactivity and maintained an ap- amount of food-directed activity. Furtherproximately similar intake of the different more, genetically obese mice exhibited no
solutions. Thus, these data show that only hypodipsia when plain tap water was pregoldthioglucose-treated mice exhibit over- sented. They also were not overreactive to
reactivity to taste similar to hyperphagic the taste properties of the different solutions.
rats. Furthermore, if reaction to quinine so- Unlike goldthioglucose-injected mice, their
lution, readiness to eat in a novel environ- liquid intake was more or less unaffected by
ment, the amount of food-directed activity, adulteration.
These findings do not confirm previous
and performance on the passive-avoidance
test are accepted as measures of motiva- reports that genetically obese mice overreact
tional strength, then GTG-treated mice do to sweet and bitter tastes. Some procedural
differences between the studies could probnot have any motivational deficit.
The idea that damage to the VMH area ably explain this disparity. Fuller and Japroduces hyperphagia as well as lowered coby (1955) used male mice and mixed ouimotivation is primarily based on the re- nine in food while in the present study
search done with rats. In other species such female mice were used and quinine was
as monkeys (Hamilton & Brobeck, 1964) mixed in drinking water. Also, Fuller and
and rabbits (Balinska, 1963) hypothalamic Jacoby used a larger quantity of quinine
hyperphagia is not accompanied by any (.24%) than that used in the present study
deficit in hunger motivation. There is also (.12%). It is quite possible that genetically
some evidence suggesting that even in hy- obese mice would have overreacted to quiperphagic rats lower hunger motivation can nine at higher concentrations and/or when
be demonstrated only under certain training mixed with food.
and testing conditions. For example, Singh
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